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Abstract

Closed kinematic chains in mechanical systems rep-
resent a challenge for their motion analysis, and
therefore, for path planning. Closed mechanisms ap-
pear in different areas where path planning algorithms
are applied. We propose a method to handle them
within Probabilistic RoadMap (PRM) techniques. This
method is an extension of the approach proposed in
[5]. Our main contribution concerns the generation
of random configurations. The structure of the mech-
anism is analyzed in a preprocessing step. Then, in
the roadmap construction phase, an algorithm called
Random Loop Generator uses data from this analysis.
This algorithm increases the probability of randomly
generating valid configurations of the closed mecha-
nism. Experimental results demonstrate the efficiency
of the approach.

1 Introduction

Many kinds of path planning algorithms have been
proposed during the last 20 years [4, 11]. PRM tech-
niques [6, 20], appeared in the 90’s, have been well
accepted by the research community because of their
generality and good performance in high dimension
configuration-spaces. These two properties have al-
lowed the development of methods capable to solve
classes of problems that could not be handled with
other techniques, and in particular problems contain-
ing complex closed chain mechanisms.

In the field of robotics, closed chains are formed
when several manipulator arms coordinate to handle
an object [7]. Parallel robots are closed loop mech-
anisms in which the end-effector is connected to the
base by at least two independent kinematic chains [14].
In the area of mobile robots, legged robots also cre-
ate loops whenever two or more legs contact with the
ground [10].

The success of PRM path planners in robotics has
led to their application in other areas such as computa-
tional chemistry or graphic animation. Examples con-
taining systems with closed kinematic chains are eas-

ily found in all these domains. The molecular models
used in computational chemistry [13] generally contain
cyclic chains. In the application of motion planning
to graphics animation [9], closed kinematic chains are
formed, for example, when human-like characters act
in contact with each other.

The analysis of closed kinematic chains can be ex-
pressed as an inverse kinematics problem. The formu-
lation of this problem often leads to a nonlinear set
of equations. A variety of techniques to solve such
systems of equations is available [15]. However, none
of them holds the suitable requirements to be used
within probabilistic path planning methods. Required
characteristics are generality, efficiency and robust-
ness. Alternative solutions oriented to the treatment
of closed mechanisms with PRM planners have to be
studied.

The relative youth of PRM techniques or the dif-
ficulty of the problem may be the reasons why little
work has been yet developed in relation with this sub-
ject (Section 2). Our approach shares ideas with one of
them [5]. The main contribution in this paper is the
method to generate random configurations of closed
mechanisms (Sections 3 to 5). The Random Loop Gen-
erator drastically reduces the computing time of this
process in relation to referenced works. The integra-
tion of the algorithm within a path planning software
that uses several PRM techniques is presented in Sec-
tion 6.

2 Related Work

The basic principle of PRM techniques [6, 20] con-
sists in randomly sampling the configuration space
(CS) and in connecting the samples in the free space
(CSfree) by local paths. The result of this process is
a graph (the roadmap) that encodes the topology of
CSfree. Planning queries are then solved by connect-
ing the start and goal configurations to the roadmap
and searching a path in it. The final step is the
smoothing of this resulting path.



Several variants [1, 2, 3, 19, 21] have been proposed
to improve the performance of the basic-PRM algo-
rithm. For all of them, the generation of random con-
figurations is a trivial process in the case of open kine-
matic chains. On the contrary, the difficulty to ran-
domly generate configurations of a mechanism con-
taining closed chains significantly degrades the per-
formance of PRM based techniques. Moreover, the
existence of loops adds another difficulty to devise lo-
cal methods. Closure constraints must be satisfied at
every intermediate configuration along paths.

The first PRM based approach able to handle mech-
anisms with closed chains was presented in [12]. The
method uses numerical optimization techniques in the
roadmap construction. The nodes of the roadmap are
obtained by sampling random configurations that ig-
nore kinematic closure, and then a randomized gradi-
ent descent is performed to minimize error functions
that express these constraints. The edges are com-
puted by executing a randomized traversal of the con-
straint surface between two nodes, also using gradient
descent. The drawback of this method is that, in prac-
tice, gradient descent algorithms present problems of
convergence when the mechanical system is fairly com-
plicated.

A more efficient method was presented later in [5].
It is based on the use of forward and inverse kinemat-
ics. Each loop in the mechanism is broken into two
chains. For the node generation, standard PRM ran-
dom sampling techniques and forward kinematics are
applied to one of the chains (called active), and then
inverse kinematics is used in the remaining (passive)
part of the loop in order to force closure. In the com-
putation of edges, the local planner is limited to act
onto the active joints. The passive part of each loop
follows the motion of the rest of the chain. Point to
point inverse kinematics is computed along the path.

The choice of active and passive chains is a criti-
cal point in this approach. A valid configuration of
a loop is generated if and only if the end-frame of
the active chain is in the workspace of the passive
chain (Wpassive). Therefore, the probability to gen-
erate random configurations of an active chain achiev-
ing this condition depends on the workspaces of the
two chains (Wpassive and Wactive). Greater is the vol-
ume of Wactive ∩ Wpassive higher is this probability.
However, closed-form inverse kinematics solutions of
the passive chains are required for the efficiency of the
roadmap computation. That means a limit for the
number of joints in these chains. Thus, in many cases
active chains have to be composed of a high number
of joints and links, yielding to very small volumes of
intersection. This situation drops off the above men-
tioned probability.

Figure 1: Decomposition of a single loop.

3 Contribution
The method that we propose is an extension of the

approach in [5]. We share most of the ideas in that
paper. Our contribution is to provide a solution to the
above discussed drawback. We propose an algorithm
that we call Random Loop Generator (RLG). This
algorithm is used to generate configurations of each
single loop in the mechanism. The aim is to make the
end-frame of the active chain reachable by the pas-
sive chain at every random sample. The ideal solution
should be to sample configurations of the active chain
in the manifold corresponding to Wactive ∩Wpassive.
However, computing this intersection is generally dif-
ficult.

The RLG algorithm performs a progressive genera-
tion (one parameter at one time) of the configuration
of the active part of a loop. Contrary to the stan-
dard sampling method, where the value for a joint is
randomly chosen in a constant interval that only de-
pends on the joint limits, now this interval is recom-
puted for every configuration. The goal is to guide the
end-frame of the active chain towards a region of the
space. This region is a conservative approximation of
the reachable workspace of the passive chain.

Using RLG, the probability to generate valid
(closed) configurations is slightly affected by the rela-
tive volume of Wpassive and Wactive. Therefore, pas-
sive chains with efficient inverse kinematics solution
can be chosen regardless of the rest of the chain.

The next sections describe our approach to generate
configurations of closed mechanisms. First, in Sec-
tion 4, we explain how the loops are decomposed in
active and passive chains. Then, Section 5 details the
principle of the RLG algorithm.

4 Mechanical System Decomposition

Closed chains in the mechanical system are handled
separately. Each single loop is divided into two kine-
matic chains (passive and active).

Passive chains : when generating a closed configu-
ration, the active chain is computed first, and then the
configuration of the passive chain is imposed in order
to close the loop. Thus, passive chains must be parts



of the mechanism that are not affected by other con-
straints. Another condition for a passive chain is the
full mobility of its end-effector, needed to reach a ran-
dom situation of the end-frame of the corresponding
active chain. As already mentioned, the efficiency of
this approach depends on the inverse kinematics com-
putation of passive chains. This is the other important
criterion to select them.

Active chains : once identified the passive chain of
a loop, the rest will be the active chain. When none
of the joints in this chain is affected by constrains, the
schema of the decomposition of the loop corresponds
to Figure 1. The RLG algorithm is applied to the
whole active chain J1 → Jn−p. However, RLG does
not work on constrained joints (i.e. joints of which
the configuration is imposed by characteristics of the
mechanism). This situation occurs in the case of com-
plex loops.

An order must be established for the generation of
the configuration of loops. Joints included in two loops
are treated only for the first defined one. When the
other loop will be handled, the configuration of these
joints has been already generated. Thus, this part
of its active chain can be considered as a rigid body.
RLG will be used to generate the configuration of the
remaining active part of the loop. Hereafter, when we
mention active chains, we refer to its non-constrained
part (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Decomposition of a loop with constrained joints.

5 Random Loop Generator

The process to generate configurations of a mechani-
cal system containing closed chains can be described as
follows. First, the value of joints not implied in loops
is randomly generated. Then, the RLG algorithm is
applied to each loop following the order discussed in
the previous section.

The configuration of an active chain J1 → Jn−p is
computed joint by joint, beginning at J1. The inter-
val of variation of each joint 1 is recomputed for each
sample. The aim is to increase the probability to ob-
tain a situation of the end-frame of this chain lying

1We consider single joints. Complex joints can be decom-
posed. The value of a single joint is the equivalent to a param-
eter of configuration.

Figure 3: Illustration of the principle of RLG.

inside Wpassive. When a configuration for the active
chain is successfully generated, inverse kinematics is
used to obtain the configuration of the passive chain
(Jn → Jn−p+1).

The configuration of a joint in the active chain is
computed as follows. Consider the single loop il-
lustrated by Figure 3, formed by n joints Ji and n
links Li, i=1 . . . n. The value of a joint fixes the spa-
tial situation of the next link in the kinematic chain.
Let us consider that the configuration for the chain
J1 → Jk−1 has been already generated, and therefore
the spatial situation of Lk−1 is fixed and known. Let
P kk+1 be the frame that corresponds to the physical
placement of Jk+1 at the end of the link Lk. The val-
ues of Jk that make possible to close the mechanism
are the ones for which P kk+1 is reachable (in position
and orientation) by the chain Jn → Jk+1. We call this
set the closure interval of Jk.

Computing closure intervals involves geometrical
operations in the working space. These operations re-
quire a representation of the workspace of every sub-
chain: Jn → Jk+1, k=1 . . . n-p. Considering position
and orientation increases the difficulty of this represen-
tation. Therefore, we will work with approximations
of reachable workspaces (only in position). The choice
of volumes to carry out this approximation must be
made considering two conditions :

• the estimation of a closure interval obtained from
these approximated representations must be con-
servative. This is required to guarantee that every
possible configuration of the system is considered
in the roadmap construction.



• the efficiency of RLG is based on a fast calcu-
lation of closure intervals. Therefore, intersec-
tions of volumes approximating workspaces must
be easily computable.

5.1 Approximated Workspaces

We have chosen spherical shapes to approximate the
reachable workspaces. This option answers the men-
tioned requirement for efficiency. They are often used
in collision detection as boundary volumes of objects
(e.g.[8]) because of the fast computation of their in-
tersections.

The reachable workspace of any mechanism can be
bounded by two concentric spheres centered at its
base. The radii of these spheres correspond to the
length of the chain in full extension and minimum ex-
tension. This length is defined by the distance between
the origins of the base-frame and the end-frame.

The mechanism in Figure 4 illustrates in 2D the ap-
proach for a two-rotation (RR) planar chain. Values of
the first joint q1 are limited between 0 and π/2 while
q2 can variate between −π/2 and π/2. The darker re-
gion represents the reachable workspace of this chain.
This region will be approximated by the ring between
r1 and r2, with r2 = l1 + l2 and r1 = |l1 − l2|.

More accurate volumes could be considered for par-
ticular classes of mechanisms. We chose such represen-
tations to maintain generality and because of a trade-
off between accuracy and computing time.

The approximated reachable workspaces of sub-
chains Jn → Jk+1, k=1 . . . n-p, are processed in a pre-
computing phase before the roadmap construction.

Figure 4: Conservative approximation of the reachable
workspace of a RR planar chain.

Figure 5: Illustration of the intersections computed for
the closure interval estimation in the case of a revolute
joint.

5.2 Closure Interval Computation

The configuration of the active chain treated by
RLG is progressively generated from the base J1 to
the more distal joint Jn−p. The process is different
for revolute and prismatic joints. The computation of
closure intervals focuses on revolute joints.

Revolute Joints : let Jk be a revolute joint of the
active chain currently processed by the algorithm (see
Figure 5). Let Jk+nt+1 be the next revolute joint in
the chain; with nt the number of intercalated pris-
matic joints. The estimation of the closure interval
of Jk is obtained from the intersection of the reach-
able workspaces of the chains Jn → Jk+nt+1 and
Jk → Jk+nt+1. Both regions are approximated by the
volume between two spheres as explained in Section 4.
The intersection of these regions determines the esti-
mated closure interval of Jk which we refer as AC . If
we call AM the interval between the mechanical limits
of Jk, then the random sampling must be made in the
set AS = AC

⋂
AM . If this AS = ∅, the configuration

is rejected.

Prismatic Joints : consider now that joint Jk is
followed by a sequence of nt prismatic joints. The
conception of a general procedure to reduce the ran-
dom sampling interval of such sequence is quite com-
plicated. Thus, we sample in the whole interval be-
tween joint limits and we test the configuration. If
after a given number of tries, the frame P k+nt

k+nt+1 is
not reachable by the chain Jn → Jk+nt+1 the config-
uration is rejected.

5.3 Results

We made several tests in order to analyze the per-
formance of the RLG algorithm. Figure 6 shows one
of the tests performed onto a mechanism composed
of 6 rotary joints. It represents the active chain of a
loop. The workspace of the passive chain as been mod-
eled as a sphere. The test consists in generating 1000



configurations of the mechanism for which the end-
effector (represented by a cross in the image) is inside
the sphere. The difficulty of the problem depends on
the radius of this sphere. The table compares for dif-
ferent radius values the performance of the RLG algo-
rithm versus a standard sampling technique (as used
in [5]). N is the number of sampled configurations. T
corresponds to computing time in seconds.

Radius Without RLG With RLG

N T N T
200 29995 0.01 3302 <0.01
150 94959 0.02 4458 <0.01
100 441157 0.25 5604 <0.01
50 3549709 4.31 7267 <0.01
25 26080062 38.72 10516 <0.01

Figure 6: Results of one of the RLG tests.

These results show the good performance of RLG.
The algorithm is not much affected by the difficulty to
generate configurations of the active chain in Wactive∩
Wpassive. Hence, the better comparative performance
of RLG increases with the complexity of the problem.

6 Path Planning

The presented approach has been implemented into
the generic motion planning software Move3D [18].
Several variants of PRM techniques are integrated
in this software. In particular, the visibility-PRM
[19] is usually run because of the generation of small
roadmaps to capture the connectivity of complex
workspaces. The visibility-PRM algorithm keeps only
configurations in two cases : when they link several
connected components of the roadmap; or when they
can not be connected to any of these components. The
main advantage is that the number of calls to the local
planner significantly decreases in relation to the basic
approach. The most expensive step (in time) of the
roadmap construction is the local path computation.

Two coordinated manipulation planning problems
solved using visibility-PRM are commented next. In

Figure 7: Non-holonomic car tracks a pipe coordinating
with a mobile manipulator.

the example illustrated in Figure 7, a car (i.e. non-
holonomic system) carries a pipe grasped at the other
extremity by a mobile manipulator. The whole system
(car, robot and pipe) forms a closed kinematic chain
modeled by 12 joints. The local planner must consider
constraints affecting the motion of the car and closure
constraints. The problem is to pass from the one half
to the other of an environment divided by a wall with
two passages. The only possibility is that the car goes
through the wider passage (limited in height by a bar)
while the robot goes through the other. It was solved
in about 5 seconds of computing time on a Sun Blade
100 workstation.

In the other example (Figure 8) two holonomic mo-
bile manipulators coordinate to transport a plate ob-
ject. The mechanical system contains 18 d.o.f.. Ob-
stacles avoidance requires extreme deformations of the
closed system. Consequently, narrow passages in the
configuration-space must be traversed. To find such
passages generally needs to try a very high number
of random configurations. The solution was found in
25 seconds using RLG while about 10 minutes were
necessary using standard random sampling.

7 Conclusions

We have presented a method that combined with
existing approaches extends the variety of path plan-
ning problems that can be treated by PRM techniques.
The implementation of this method has provided very
good results treating complex closed mechanisms.

The efficiency of this approach has made possible to
use it as one of the key components of a more complex
planner for pick and place manipulation tasks [16].



Figure 8: Two mobile manipulators coordinate through
narrow passages.
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